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Chapter 1571: An unexpected surprise (2) 

 

Song Wei was a little embarrassed and said,”Is it very powerful? I don’t know either! I just followed the 

chant step by step. There was no movement at the beginning, so I thought I couldn’t cultivate ...” 

Xia ruofei did not know whether to laugh or cry,”do you think cultivation is like eating and drinking?” 

Some people couldn’t even sense Qi for months. Even the most talented people would rarely be able to 

cultivate their first wisp of Qi in such a short time! If word of this gets out, those with average talent 

would probably find a rope and hang themselves ...” 

Song Wei blushed and said,”I don’t know either. It’s mainly because I don’t have a reference!” 

Xia ruofei said,”since you’re talented in this area, our chances of defeating the peach blossom miasma 

will be higher!” I didn’t expect you to have such a strong affinity with spiritual energy. It’s really an 

unexpected surprise ...” 

At this point, Xia ruofei suddenly had a flash of inspiration and realized a possibility. 

Heart – concentrating grass! 

Xia ruofei immediately thought of the pained expression on Xia Qing’s face when she heard that he was 

going to use the heart – concentrating grass to save song Wei. Xia ruofei clearly remembered that Xia 

Qing had said that after Song Wei took the heart – concentrating grass, her soul would be greatly 

nourished and might be stronger than ordinary people’s soul. 

The path of cultivation was difficult. Physical conditions were one aspect, but in the end, it still 

depended on one’s soul talent. The stronger one’s soul was, the greater one’s affinity with spiritual Qi 

would be. Naturally, one would be able to achieve twice the result with half the effort when cultivating. 

It seemed like Song Wei had profited from her misfortune this time. The heart concentrating grass had 

changed her talent to a large extent. 

From this, it could be seen that the heart concentrating grass was indeed a very heaven – defying 

spiritual medicine. 

However, Xia ruofei did not feel any heartache at all when he used this spiritual herb on Song Wei. 

Xia ruofei didn’t reveal his guess. 

It’s better to let her think that I’m gifted! This way, I’ll be more confident in my cultivation ... Xia ruofei 

thought to himself. 

Naturally, Song Wei was very happy. She asked,”RUO Fei, what should we do next?” 

Xia ruofei pondered for a moment and said,”the true Qi in your dantian is still very weak. It’ll be difficult 

to complete a full circulation with this trace of true Qi ...” 



If the two of them were to enter a coordinated cultivation state, the amount of true energy that Xia 

ruofei released would have to be about the same as the amount of true energy in Song Wei’s body. 

Otherwise, the balance would be broken and they would not be able to achieve the effect of cultivation. 

In the process of cultivation, the meridians that the true energy passed through would also absorb the 

true energy to a certain extent, and continue to grow. 

The true Qi in Song Wei’s body was still too weak. It would be completely absorbed by her meridians 

before she could even complete a Qi circulation. 

Without completing the Qi circulation, the genuine Qi would not be able to grow endlessly, and the 

cultivation would not be able to continue. 

Xia ruofei continued,”so, you should continue to use the” primogenitor Scripture “to absorb the spiritual 

Qi in the spiritual crystal. Try your best to strengthen this trace of true Qi. Then, we can cultivate 

together ...” 

When Song Wei heard the word “combine,” she blushed for no reason. 

Xia ruofei didn’t notice. Seeing that Song Wei didn’t say anything, he continued,””Sharpening a knife 

won’t delay the work of cutting wood! Moreover, you’re so talented in cultivation. This process won’t 

waste too much time ...” 

Song Wei quickly adjusted her mood and said,””I know! I’ll continue cultivating then ...” 

She closed her eyes and then opened them again. She looked at Xia ruofei and said,””Why don’t you ... 

Wait outside the formation! You don’t have to stay here with me ... Besides ... I’m a little uncomfortable 

with you watching me. I’m afraid it’s not easy for me to calm down ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”Okay, okay, okay!” Then cultivate well, and if you’re hungry, eat something. 

You must remember that haste makes waste, and if you’re too eager for success, you might really go 

crazy!” 

Xia ruofei was also worried that Song Wei was in a hurry to solve the hidden danger of the peach 

blossom miasma, which would cause problems in her mentality when she cultivated, so he gave her a 

small scare. 

“Don’t worry!”Song Wei nodded. We are from the archeology Department, and we are very patient ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. He stood up and walked out of the formation. After taking a step, he 

stopped and turned back, smiling.”But ... You just said that you would feel uncomfortable with me by 

your side. You have to overcome this as soon as possible! The “absolute beginning Heart Sutra” is mainly 

cultivated by two people. How will you enter the cultivation state then?” 

Song Wei blushed and said,”I know, I know. You can leave now!” Oh right, you might as well go to the 

bedroom and rest for a while! You’re not allowed to watch me cultivate ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and waved at Song Wei. Then, he stepped out of the array. 



He walked into the bedroom as he was told. However, the time inside and outside the formation was 90 

times slower, so Xia ruofei could not stay outside the formation for too long. He walked to the window, 

lit a cigarette, and took a short break. 

It had only been about ten minutes. 

In reality, Song Wei had already spent 15 to 16 hours in the time formation. 

Xia ruofei returned to the living room and walked into the time formation. 

He saw that Song Wei was still cultivating with her eyes closed, so he didn’t disturb her. He waited until 

Song Wei opened her eyes before he said, “Don’t tell me you haven’t rested and have been cultivating 

all this time?” 

Song Wei avoided Xia ruofei’s gaze and said weakly,”I stopped to eat something in the middle!” 

After saying that, she pointed to the biscuit packaging beside her and said,””You see! I ate half a box of 

biscuits!” 

“You can’t do this. Your body won’t be able to take it ...” Xia ruofei said.”You have to sleep for a while 

now ...” 

Counting the time before, Song Wei had been cultivating for a day and a night without rest. Even Xia 

ruofei could not take it. One should know that cultivation was a very boring thing. Perhaps the body did 

not feel tired, but the spirit could not take it. 

“I think I’m in a pretty good state!” Song Wei said. 

She didn’t want to stop so easily. On one hand, she wanted to solve the problem of the peach blossom 

miasma as soon as possible. On the other hand, it was her first time stepping into the realm of 

cultivation. She was like a child who had just gotten a new toy. Everything was full of novelty for her. 

“That’s supported by willpower. This definitely won’t do.” Xia ruofei said,”I’ve said it before. Haste 

makes waste. If you can’t strike a balance between work and rest, it’s easy for problems to arise in your 

cultivation! I’m not trying to scare you ...” 

“Then, you should check the results of my cultivation first!” Song Wei said expectantly. 

Xia ruofei said,”let’s not worry about that for now. You must sleep for eight hours. I will plan your next 

cultivation. You can’t be so persistent!” 

“Alright ...” Song Wei said, feeling wronged. 

Seeing this, Xia ruofei smiled.”I will maintain this time formation. Eight hours is equivalent to five or six 

minutes in the outside world. It won’t waste much of your time!” 

Then, Xia ruofei pulled Song Wei up and spread the blanket on the sofa.”I won’t be setting up the array 

again, you can sleep here ...” 

Song Wei’s heart was filled with warmth. She nodded and said,”I know ...” 



Song Wei lay on the sofa obediently and let Xia ruofei cover her with the blanket. She felt happy as if 

someone was taking care of her. 

Xia ruofei said,”I will wait for you to fall asleep before I leave the array. Then, I will wait outside until the 

time is up. I will wake you up. You are not allowed to cultivate secretly!” 

In fact, Xia ruofei had already ‘confiscated’ the crystals so Song Wei could not cultivate even if she 

wanted to. 

Song Wei nodded her head lightly and closed her eyes. 

Xia ruofei sat at the side and watched. In fact, Song Wei was already very tired. So, her breathing 

became very stable very quickly and she quickly entered a state of deep sleep. 

Xia ruofei stood up carefully and tucked Song Wei in. Then, he left the time formation quietly. 

 

? 

Chapter 1572: Tacit understanding (1) 

 

Xia ruofei stayed outside the formation for more than five minutes. He calculated that it should have 

been eight to nine hours inside the formation, so he walked in again. 

Song Wei was still sleeping soundly. It was clear that she had expended a lot of energy during her 

previous cultivation. It was only under such circumstances that she entered a deep sleep. 

Xia ruofei did not wake Song Wei up. Instead, he sat down beside her. 

Anyway, Song Wei’s cultivation speed had already exceeded his expectations. With the help of the 

formation, there was enough time. There was no need to rush. 

After another 20 minutes, Song Wei woke up naturally. She rubbed her eyes and sat up on the sofa. 

“Ruofei, how long have I been sleeping?” Song Wei asked. 

Xia ruofei smiled and replied,”eight to nine hours!” How do you feel?” 

“You’re in good condition! I feel like I’m filled with energy!” Song Wei said. 

“Go wash up and have something to eat!” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll put away the time formation first.” 

“Ah? It’s better to keep it!” Song Wei said,”this will save us a lot of time!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”this is not the time to be anxious. Besides, you can’t really think that one 

minute is equivalent to ninety minutes, right?” You’ve actually experienced 90 minutes of it. If you use it 

for a long time, you’ll age 90 times faster than others!” 

“Don’t try to scare me!”Song Wei chuckled. To give the most extreme example, if I stay in the formation 

all the time, to the outside world, I may look like a hundred – year – old old woman in less than a year, 



but in reality, I have also experienced eighty or ninety years of life in the formation! It’s just that the 

time dimension is different for everyone!” 

“Alright, alright, alright, you’re the most thorough!” Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”but you should go 

wash up and eat now. Also ... Your mother must have replied to the WeChat message you sent last 

night. You should at least reply to her, right?” 

“Alright then!” Song Wei said,”but you have to quickly test the results of my cultivation! I can’t help but 

shiver at the thought of the evil poison in my body ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled and nodded in agreement. Then, he waved his hand and kept the array flag. 

Song Wei saw Xia ruofei wave his hand and the array flag flew to his hand. She could not help but look 

envious. 

It was nine in the morning, not too early or too late. Hence, Xia ruofei and Song Wei did not go 

downstairs to look for food. While Song Wei was washing up, Xia ruofei made himself a bowl of instant 

noodles. He had not been in the array for long, so he did not feel hungry. 

Song Wei called her mother as she ate her noodles to let her know that she was safe. 

At around 9:30 pm, Song Wei finished her work and said,””Ruofei, let’s start!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and set up the time formation again. Then, he pulled Song Wei to sit down with him. 

He first checked on Song Wei’s cultivation. 

She had been cultivating for almost an entire day and night, and the results were still very obvious. The 

true Qi in Song Wei’s dantian had strengthened by a lot. It was at least a few times stronger than when 

she had just produced true Qi. 

Of course, this was also related to the continuous supply of spiritual Qi from the spiritual crystals. Even if 

an ordinary person had the talent, it was impossible for them to cultivate so quickly in the current 

environment. 

“How is it?” Song Wei asked expectantly. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,””The strength of my true Qi is already not bad. I should be able to try a joint 

training with him!” 

“That’s great!” Song Wei couldn’t help but clench her fist and exclaim in excitement. 

“Calm your mind ...” Xia ruofei looked at Song Wei and said,”how are you going to cultivate in your 

current state?” 

“Oh ...” Song Wei couldn’t help but stick out her tongue and laughed in embarrassment. 

After Song Wei had calmed down a little, Xia ruofei sat down cross – legged opposite her. 

The two of them pressed their palms against each other, and at the same time, both of them placed the 

spiritual crystal in their dantian. 

Xia ruofei said calmly,”now, move your true Qi to your right palm ...” 



Song Wei nodded her head with a serious expression and began to use the true Qi in her dantian. 

Xia ruofei also transferred a wisp of true Qi from his dantian. He had already checked the strength of the 

true Qi in Song Wei’s dantian, so the amount of true Qi He transferred was about the same. This was the 

only way to reach an equilibrium. 

The “absolute beginning Heart Sutra” placed the most emphasis on balance, and the two people had to 

have a very good understanding of each other. 

Soon, Xia ruofei also transferred the genuine Qi to his left palm. 

“Transfer your zhenqi over.” Xia ruofei said,”this process might be a little difficult. Don’t be in a hurry. 

Try it slowly ...” 

The process of circulating genuine Qi in the body and releasing it out of the body were two completely 

different difficulties. Song Wei had never tried it before, so Xia ruofei was preparing for a rainy day. He 

didn’t want Song Wei to lose her confidence after one or two failures. 

Song Wei’s talent was outstanding. After a while, Xia ruofei could feel Qi coming out of Song Wei’s palm 

and merging with the Qi that he had stored in her palm. 

The next moment was the most crucial. 

Xia ruofei’s voice was steady.”Next, let’s merge the two strands of true energy together. Then, I will first 

guide the true energy to circulate in my body according to the route of the technique. Then, this strand 

of true energy will pass through my right palm and return to your body through your left hand ... You 

will be in charge of the second half of the process!” So, you have to pay attention to your feelings for the 

first half of the journey ...” 

 

? 

Chapter 1573: Tacit understanding (2) 

 

“I understand ...” Song Wei sounded nervous but she was still determined. 

Xia ruofei controlled his own genuine Qi to coil around it. After using the “Scripture of the primordium 

origin”, he did not encounter any difficulty in the fusion of the two genuine Qi. 

Then, he guided this wisp of fused true Qi to circulate in his body’s meridians according to the 

cultivation technique’s route. 

In order to let Song Wei have a better experience, Xia ruofei deliberately controlled the speed and 

slowed it down. 

Gradually, the genuine Qi circulated in Xia ruofei’s body and came to his right palm. 

“Pay attention, you’ll be taking over from now on.” Xia ruofei said,”don’t be nervous, just like when you 

were cultivating by yourself.” 



“Understood!” Song Wei said. 

Xia ruofei controlled his genuine Qi to flow out of his palm and into Song Wei’s meridians through her 

palm. 

The moment it entered Song Wei’s body, she immediately took control of the Qi. 

For the next half a week, Song Wei would be in charge and Xia ruofei would be reduced to a spectator. 

Of course, he was not just a bystander. During this process, Xia ruofei could clearly feel the circulation 

path of his own genuine Qi. At the same time, through such mutual control and tacit cooperation, their 

souls would gradually be synchronized. 

This was also the most magical part of the “absolute beginning Heart Sutra.” 

Song Wei was a little nervous, but she was still able to control her true energy. She accurately guided 

her true energy along the path of the technique, gradually approaching her dantian. 

Although Xia ruofei did not show it on his face, he was actually sweating. 

Luckily, Song Wei did not disappoint him. The strand of true Qi entered her dantian smoothly. 

The spirit crystal emitted wisps of spirit Qi, which were absorbed by his dantian. Then, they were 

transformed into true Qi to supplement the wisp of true Qi that had been consumed. 

Not only was Song Wei’s true Qi replenished, but Xia ruofei’s true Qi was also strengthened. It was the 

same in Xia ruofei’s dantian. Both of their true Qi maintained a balance. 

In the “absolute beginning Heart Sutra”, this balance was almost everywhere. 

After the true energy was “replenished”, Song Wei continued to guide the true energy to the next route 

and finally returned it to her right palm. 

A full cycle had been completed! 

During this process, the wisp of genuine Qi was replenished and strengthened a little. 

In fact, the main damage was in Song Wei’s body. Her meridians were relatively narrow. Every time the 

true energy passed through, her meridians would naturally absorb the true energy to strengthen and 

expand themselves. 

The difference between Xia ruofei’s meridians and Song Wei’s was like the difference between a River 

and a stream. Hence, the amount of genuine Qi in Xia ruofei’s body did not suffer any loss. 

“Let’s continue ...” Xia ruofei said calmly. 

“En!” Song Wei nodded her head and transferred her genuine Qi into Xia ruofei’s body, handing over the 

command. 

One Qi circulation, two Qi circulation, three Qi circulation ... 



The coordination between the two of them became more and more tacit. The true energy shuttled back 

and forth in their bodies, and the two of them constantly exchanged control. In this process, the souls of 

the two seemed to become closer and more synchronized. 

After 18 spiritual circulations, Xia ruofei took over the control of the genuine Qi again and said,””It’s 

almost time, let’s rest for a while!” 

After he finished speaking, he deftly disassembled the strand of true Qi and guided his own true Qi back 

to his dantian. Song Wei also retracted her true Qi back into her body. 

“Ruofei, aren’t you cultivating well?” Song Wei was still unsatisfied. Why did you stop?” 

“As I said, haste makes waste.” Xia ruofei said,”a balance between work and rest, a balance between 

tension and relaxation, can lay a solid foundation for cultivation. It’s not wise to blindly pursue 

progress.” 

“I know ...” Song Wei said,”it was just that the feeling just now was wonderful! And ...” 

She checked her dantian and continued,””The efficiency of this kind of cultivation is so high! It’s at least 

ten times faster than me cultivating alone! In just a short while, my true Qi has more than doubled!” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”This is how this technique works. If you practice it alone, it’s not even as good as 

some ordinary techniques. However, if you practice it together, this technique is definitely a high – 

Quality one!” 

The two of them sat down and rested for a while. Xia ruofei also answered some questions about 

cultivation for Song Wei. 

Although Xia ruofei had been exploring on his own and did not have a teacher to guide him, he had 

inherited a lot of information from the human – shaped jade talisman. Moreover, he had cultivated for a 

longer time than Song Wei. Hence, he was definitely an expert in front of Song Wei. 

In the morning, Xia ruofei and Song Wei had cultivated for more than ten hours in the time formation. 

Xia ruofei’s own gains were almost unnoticeable, but Song Wei’s progress was quite gratifying. She soon 

reached the bottleneck of Qi disciple Level 1. After breaking through this bottleneck, she could smoothly 

reach Qi disciple Level 2. 

Although it was not difficult to advance in the early stages of cultivation, it was difficult for ordinary 

people to break through from Qi disciple Level 1 without a month’s time, even if they were talented. 

Therefore, Song Wei’s speed was a little scary. 

In addition, the “Scripture of the primordial heart” required both spiritual power and true Qi to be 

cultivated at the same time. In the process of circulating the technique, Song Wei’s spiritual power had 

also improved unknowingly. 

Although she was still far from Xia ruofei’s level, and she could not use her mental strength well for the 

time being, a stronger mental strength meant a stronger soul. When the soul was strong, it could 

naturally resist the influence of the peach blossom miasma. 



Therefore, the results of the morning’s cultivation were gratifying. 

Because of the formation, there was still a lot of time left. Song Wei wanted to continue cultivating, but 

she felt like she had reached a barrier. 

However, Xia ruofei stopped her decisively. To Song Wei, it was time to build her Foundation. It might 

feel good to break through the bottleneck, but if her Foundation was not strong enough, it would shake 

the mountains. Xia ruofei did not want Song Wei to break through so quickly. 

According to Xia ruofei and Xia Qing’s estimation, if Song Wei’s cultivation could reach the peak of Qi 

cultivation stage level 3, it would be best if she could break through to Qi cultivation stage level 4. Then, 

she would have completed the first level of the “tai Chu Wen Xin Jing”. 

At that time, their souls would be almost perfectly synchronized, and Song Wei’s spiritual power would 

be at least at the late stage of spirit stage. Then, he could try to destroy the miasma in Song Wei’s sea of 

consciousness. 

After Xia ruofei explained to Song Wei, she happily accepted his suggestion. 

Hence, Xia ruofei kept the array flags and the two of them strolled around outside the hotel for a while. 

Although it was only half a morning, they had actually been cooped up in the room for a few days. 

Although Ruizhou was a small city, this border city was quite unique. The two of them wandered 

aimlessly near the hotel. Song Wei even bought some ethnic crafts with great interest, ready to bring 

them back as a gift. 

At around 11:30, Yu mingdong called Xia ruofei. He wanted to ask Xia ruofei out for dinner, but he 

couldn’t find her in the room. 

Hence, Xia ruofei and Song Wei took a taxi back to the hotel. 

Yu mingdong had already handed over the Jade that he had cut out yesterday to the people sent by his 

family to escort them back. He and Shi Lei continued down, ready to participate in the last batch of jade 

trade at the public auction. 

Everyone asked for a private room in the hotel they were staying in. After lunch, they did not rest and 

drove directly to the public bid site on Emerald Street. 

Song Wei was also very interested in the stone gambling that they were talking about at the dinner 

table. Besides, Xia ruofei had also said that she should go out and relax now instead of being so tense 

and focused on cultivation. So, she followed Xia ruofei to the scene excitedly. 

 

? 

Chapter 1574: Another wave of earnings_1 

 

Jade Street wasn’t far from the hotel. They soon arrived at the scene of the public Jade bid. 



It was Song Wei’s first time seeing so many raw jadeite stones. In her eyes, these old raw stones were no 

different from ordinary stones, and the prices were all terrifyingly high. She couldn’t help but be a little 

speechless. 

“RUO Fei, this stone has a starting price of a few hundred thousand. Is there really someone who wants 

to buy it?” Song Wei could not help but ask. 

Yu mingdong laughed and said,””Miss song, a few hundred thousand Yuan is considered cheap here. 

Yesterday, Mr. Xia bought a raw material. Can you guess how much he spent?” 

“How much?” 

“Eight million six hundred thousand!” Yu mingdong said with a smile. 

Song Wei took a deep breath and looked at Xia ruofei.””I know you’re rich, but I didn’t expect you to be 

so rich ...” 

“Since I’m here, of course I’ll buy two to play with ...” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Yu mingdong asked,”miss song, although Mr. Xia doesn’t play much in stone gambling, his luck makes us 

very envious!” Guess how much Mr. Xia’s raw material was sold for after it was cut out?” 

“Ten million?” Song Wei tried to guess a number. She felt that she was bold enough. 

“Haha!” Yu mingdong laughed and said,”this number is five times more, and it’s not just that!” 

“What?” Song Wei cried out,”more than 50 million? Who’s so stupid! Wasn’t this raw stone for bidding? 

Wouldn’t it be better to just spend one or two million to compete?” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but burst out laughing. 

Yu mingdong’s expression was a little strange, as if he was constipated. 

“Miss song, that stupid person ... Is me ...” He said with a bitter smile after a while. 

Song Wei was also stunned. Then, she said in embarrassment, “I’m sorry, Mr. Yu, I was just saying. I 

didn’t expect you to ...” 

Yu mingdong waved his hand and said,””Mr. Xia even gave me a friendly price! There were a lot of 

people competing for it, and I have to thank Mr. Xia for buying that piece of top – grade Jade for 50 to 

60 million Yuan!” 

He then explained,”the value of a piece of Jade is transparent after it is cut out, but who can guarantee 

that there is Jade inside when it is still a raw stone?” In fact, Mr. Xia’s price was already higher than 

expected. Even if I were to bid, it might not exceed seven million, so ...” 

Song Wei looked at Xia ruofei in surprise and smiled,””RUO Fei, I didn’t expect you to have such a skill. 

Then why don’t you just stop running a farm? how much money do you make?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”it’s pure luck!” If we’re really talking about stone gambling, I can’t even 

compare to brother Shi Lei ...” 



“I hope Mr. Xia can continue to have good luck today. I can also benefit from it ...” Yu mingdong said 

with a smile. 

“I hope so! However, don’t get your hopes up, President Yu. ” Xia ruofei said,”the goddess of luck can’t 

just take care of me forever.” 

“Mr. Xia, shall we ... Split up and look?” Yu mingdong asked. 

On the last day of the public auction, the number of raw stones was fewer than the previous batch. 

However, some raw stones that the organizer was more optimistic about were left for the finale. 

Therefore, Yu mingdong naturally wanted to take a good look. Yingluo was different from Xia ruofei, 

who had “good luck”. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded,”okay!” Song Wei and I are just here to watch the show. Mr. Yu, please 

make your choice. You have more than enough money now anyway. ” 

“Hahaha! That’s all thanks to you!” Yu mingdong said happily. 

The group split up. Yu mingdong didn’t hire another stone gambling consultant. He brought Shi Lei and 

personally began to choose the raw stones. Meanwhile, Xia ruofei and Song Wei were strolling around 

the venue and picking raw stones. 

The last batch of raw stones would be displayed for a day and a half. The bidding would end at noon the 

next day, so Xia ruofei was not in a hurry. He seemed to be wandering aimlessly, but in fact, he was 

trying to look at every single raw stone. 

With Xia ruofei’s current memory, he could remember some raw gemstones that performed well 

without the help of notes. 

Therefore, this afternoon would be a rough screening. The real decision would be made tomorrow 

morning. 

After watching for a while, Song Wei started to feel bored. 

After all, for people who didn’t know anything about stone gambling, it was boring to see so many 

people surrounding stones that looked similar, looking and touching them. 

Xia ruofei saw this and laughed. “Don’t look down on these black stones, they may contain beautiful 

jadeite! You can never judge a person by their appearance. You can’t judge a person by their 

appearance!” 

Xia ruofei touched a raw stone beside him casually and continued,””The Doraemon pendant you’re 

wearing right now, the Jade used was found on this public bid yesterday. Before it was revealed, it was 

hidden in this seemingly ordinary stone!” 

Song Wei could not help but pull out the Doraemon jade pendant from her clothes. After looking at it for 

a while, she said,”Although I know that there might be Jade in the raw stones, otherwise people 

wouldn’t be so eager to get it, I still can’t believe that such beautiful jade was actually extracted from 

such black stones ...” 
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Chapter 1575: Another wave of profit (2) 

 

“This is the magical power of nature,” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”jadeite is buried deep underground 

and formed after tens of millions of years ...” 

As Xia ruofei and Song Wei chatted, they surreptitiously looked through most of the Jade. Naturally, he 

had a judgment in his heart. However, whether to sell it, which pieces to sell, and what price to use 

would all depend on the situation tomorrow morning. 

Xia ruofei saw that Song Wei was not very interested in these things. After a quick walk around, he 

found Yu mingdong and told him about it. The two of them left the public Jade bid. 

Since the hotel wasn’t too far away, the two of them decided to take a walk back and enjoy the scenery 

of the small border town. 

Song Wei was in a good mood and was much more lively than before. She smiled and said to Xia ruofei 

as she walked,”Ruofei, you’re so lucky. Give me some pointers tomorrow. I’ll buy one to test my luck!” 

“I thought you weren’t interested in this?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

“I’m not interested in those stones!” “But I’m interested in money!” Song Wei said. 

“Woof! I didn’t expect our miss song to be such a money – grubber!” Xia ruofei said. 

“If he’s a money – grubber, so be it! Anyway, you have to help me pick one, and it has to be something 

that can make money!” Song Wei said,”my father is an honest and upright official. I don’t have much 

pocket money since I was young. This time, I have to earn a sum for myself!” 

“You make it sound like you’re full of grudges ... I’ll go and criticize your Secretary song later.” Xia ruofei 

laughed.”Such a beautiful daughter should be raised well!” 

“Come on!” Song Wei laughed. If you really met my dad, would you dare to say that?” 

“What’s there to be afraid of?” Xia ruofei said,”if your father dares to glare at me, I’ll ask elder song to 

back me up!” 

“You’re amazing! You’re amazing, okay!” Song Wei said,”remember! Help me pick one tomorrow!” 

“No problem!” Xia ruofei said lazily,”but I can’t guarantee that I’ll be able to make money. Even the gods 

can’t tell an inch of Jade. No one can be 100% sure ...” 

“How about ... I’ll pay for the profit and you’ll pay for the loss?” Song Wei said slyly. 

“There’s such a function?” Xia ruofei said,”aren’t you being too overbearing?” 

“Who asked you to be a big nouveau riche!” Song Wei whispered into Xia ruofei’s ear,”you said you 

were going to treat my soul, but you still went to stone gambling and earned tens of millions ... You’re 

really something!” 



Xia ruofei smiled awkwardly and said,””Alright, alright, alright. If you lose, it’s on me!” 

The reason he went to the public Jade bid was to collect Jade materials to upgrade his space. His 

purpose was to save song Wei. 

However, he had told Song Wei that he was looking for a medicinal herb in Ruizhou. Under the 

circumstances of not exposing the spirit map space, Xia ruofei naturally could not explain further. 

The two of them walked all the way back to the hotel, which took about 40 to 50 minutes. 

The raw stones on the public Jade bid were still open for display at night. Yu mingdong seemed to be 

preparing to burn the midnight oil. Hence, Xia ruofei brought Song Wei to a nearby restaurant to try the 

local delicacies. 

After dinner, Song Wei went to Xia ruofei’s room and they cultivated for a few more hours in the time 

formation. 

However, Xia ruofei reminded Song Wei not to try to break through easily. She should let nature take its 

course so that her Foundation would be more solid. 

Therefore, after this round of training, Song Wei’s true Qi had become more solid, but she still had not 

broken through to Qi disciple Level 2. 

If Xia ruofei wanted to, Song Wei could cultivate for one to two months or even longer in one night, 

even if she did not use the time to go to the toilet and wash up. 

But Xia ruofei did not do so. 

Firstly, Song Wei’s cultivation was going very smoothly. Even without the help of the time formation, she 

could complete the first level of the “absolute beginning Heart Sutra” in a short time. 

Secondly, Xia ruofei did not want Song Wei to use the time formation too much. Although it would not 

affect her much if she aged one or two months more than the outside world, he felt that it was better 

not to use external forces. This way, Song Wei would realize how difficult it was to cultivate and would 

not become dependent on the time formation. 

Hence, after a few hours of cultivation, Xia ruofei kept the array flags and persuaded Song Wei to go 

back to her room to rest. 

The next morning, Xia ruofei and the others arrived at the public Jade bid. 

On the way, Yu mingdong also asked Xia ruofei indirectly. He still believed in Xia ruofei’s luck and hoped 

to know which raw stones Xia ruofei had a better view of. 

Although Xia ruofei had a good impression of Yu mingdong, he was naturally tight – lipped at this time. 

Not to mention the fact that the two might be competitors, Xia ruofei could not say much from the 

perspective of confidentiality. Otherwise, if the raw stones he picked this time rose sharply again, it 

could not be explained by luck. 

After they arrived at the public Jade bid, Yu mingdong took the time to look at the few raw stones that 

he had his eye on yesterday. Song Wei followed Xia ruofei and strolled around the venue leisurely. 



Xia ruofei seemed to be aimless, but in fact, he had already screened through the candidates yesterday. 

Today’s goal was very clear. 

He had his eyes on about a dozen raw stones. What he needed to do today was to further screen and 

pick out a few stones that he needed to sell decisively. After all, he had to leave some soup for others to 

drink. There was always a trade – off, and it all depended on the price – Performance ratio. 

Besides, Xia ruofei had to pick out a suitable raw stone to recommend to Song Wei. 

Therefore, although he seemed to have limited resources, his brain was actually spinning rapidly, 

constantly analyzing the raw gemstones that he had high hopes for. 

In fact, after the first round of selection yesterday, the spirit map space’s reaction was the strongest. It 

was a huge raw stone with a starting price of 43 million. However, Xia ruofei had quickly eliminated this 

raw stone. 

Not only was the starting price ridiculously high, but it was also mainly because this raw stone was also a 

semi – Bright material, and many people were paying attention to it. From the window that was opened, 

the quality of the Jade inside the material was quite high. Although the bidding had not ended, many 

people had already put in their bids. 

This raw stone had the potential to be the highest bid. Xia ruofei estimated that the final price might be 

much higher than the starting price, so there was no point in chasing after it. 

Even if he would still earn a little in the end, the price – Performance ratio would not be very high. 

On the contrary, the raw stone that Xia ruofei was most optimistic about had a starting price that was 

not even one – tenth of this giant raw stone. However, the reaction of the spirit painting scroll was 

almost the same as this giant raw stone and it was not a particularly popular material. 

This was what Xia ruofei wanted to choose. 

In fact, most of the materials that Xia ruofei had his eyes on were in this situation. 

In the end, Xia ruofei chose five raw gemstones as his target. 

The starting price of these five raw stones was less than 15 million Yuan, but judging from the reaction 

of the spirit paintings, the total value of the Jade contained in them was definitely not lower than that of 

the previous night’s stone. One of them could even almost catch up to the value of the stone last night. 

If the final transaction price did not exceed 30 million, it would be a big profit. 

At the same time, Xia ruofei had also chosen a raw stone for Song Wei. The starting price of this raw 

stone was only 90000 Yuan. It was not very eye – catching in the public Jade bid today. 

This raw stone in the corner was also almost uninterested. 

Xia ruofei even suspected that he had forgotten to take it out during the exhibition a few days ago. He 

had simply put it on display in the last batch. As for whether people would buy it, the organizer might 

not be too concerned. 



It would naturally be best if they could be sold, but if they couldn ‘t, they could just slowly sell them in 

the store. 

There’s no date! 

In fact, this raw stone was quite good. According to the reaction strength of the spirit map scroll, the 

Jade inside could be sold for three to four hundred thousand Yuan, or even four to five hundred 

thousand Yuan. 

To Song Wei, this raw stone was the most suitable for her. 

Hence, since 10 am, Xia ruofei had been using his spiritual power to lock onto the six raw gemstones he 

had chosen. Especially when someone went to bid, he would immediately look at the price of the other 

party. 

At around 11:40, under Song Wei’s urging, Xia ruofei finally took out the bidding slip ... 

 

? 

Chapter 1576: Getting rich in silence (1) 

 

“Song Wei, this list is for you.” Xia ruofei smiled as he handed over a blank bidding form and said,”go 

and place your bid for raw stone No. 572. It’s the smaller one in the corner over there. As for the price ... 

I think it should be 100000 Yuan. ” 

“So little?” Song Wei said in surprise. 

“You’ll know when you see that raw stone. ” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you have to trust my intuition. 

Just bet on that piece and do as I say.” 

In fact, Xia ruofei had already used his spiritual power to sense it. No one was interested in the raw 

stone. If he did not let Song Wei bid, it would have become one of the few raw stones that were not bid. 

Song Wei took the bidding slip and walked in the direction that Xia ruofei pointed at. 

Xia ruofei could only give her so much advice. After he passed the bidding slip to Song Wei, he did not 

care anymore. He seized the time to bid for the five raw stones. One or two of them were quite popular 

and it was not long before the deadline for the bidding. 

Xia ruofei quickly filled in the bidding form and placed the stones into the bidding boxes corresponding 

to the five raw stones. 

Then, he paid close attention to the five raw gemstones and stood near the two raw gemstones that 

were relatively popular. 

If there were still people bidding in the last few minutes and the bid price was higher than Xia ruofei ‘s, 

he would have to raise the bid again. 

In fact, as long as Xia ruofei had his eyes on a raw stone, others would not stand a chance. 



After all, to others, this was a hidden bid. To Xia ruofei, everything was transparent. The bidding price of 

others was no secret to him. He was basically in an undefeatable position. 

As time passed by, everyone was nervously watching the situation in the arena, especially since they had 

placed their bid on the raw gemstone. Once someone got close, they couldn’t help but feel nervous. 

Finally, it was 12 o’ clock sharp. Music started playing in the venue, and the organizer officially 

announced the end of the bidding. 

Xia ruofei finally heaved a sigh of relief when he saw the staff start to seal the bidding box. 

In the last few minutes, there were people who went to bid for the raw stones that he had his eyes on. 

Fortunately, the prices they bid were lower than the prices he wrote, so they won the bid this time. 

Song Wei quickly returned to Xia ruofei’s side. She asked nervously,”Ruofei, when will the results be 

out?” 

“Normally, they’ll be announced in an hour or two. Let’s go out for lunch first.” Xia ruofei chuckled and 

then teased,”you only threw in an unremarkable raw stone. What’s there to be nervous about?” 

Song Wei glared at Xia ruofei and said,”How can I be compared to you, a big tycoon?” 

Then, she asked,””Such a small stone, and the starting price is 90000 ... RUO Fei, do you think I’ll make a 

loss if I really win?” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”what are you afraid of?” Aren’t the losses on me?” 

“You’re right!” Song Wei could not help but laugh.”Let’s go find a place to eat!” 

“Mm, call President Yu and the others!” Xia ruofei said. 

...... 

Near jadeite Street, Xia ruofei and the others found a restaurant that looked good and asked for a 

private room. 

“Mr. Xia, let’s not drink for lunch. Let’s have some simple food!” Yu mingdong took the menu and said to 

Xia ruofei,”after all, I have work to do in the afternoon!” 

“I agree!” Xia ruofei said,”just a simple meal will do. I also want to go back to the public Jade bid as soon 

as possible!” 

Yu mingdong quickly ordered a few dishes and politely passed the menu to Xia ruofei and Song Wei. 

However, the two of them didn’t really care about what to eat and didn’t add any more dishes. They just 

asked the waiter to urge the kitchen to quickly serve the dishes. 

“Mr. Xia, did you make a move today?” Yu mingdong asked. 

“I randomly threw in a dozen pieces based on my gut feeling. However, I might not be able to win.” Xia 

ruofei smiled and said,”where’s President Yu? Do you have any good raw gemstones?” 

Now that the bidding had ended, everyone could naturally talk about this topic. 



Yu mingdong smiled and said,”I also invested about ten Yuan!” Cast a wide net! I wonder how many I’ll 

get ...” 

“Be careful, you won’t be able to pay if you win all of them!” Xia ruofei joked. 

Yu mingdong laughed.”If there’s really such a good thing, I’ll get the money even if I have to sell 

everything I have to borrow from usury!” 

“President Yu, isn’t there a nouveau riche here?” Song Wei pursed her lips and smiled. If you don’t have 

enough money, you can borrow from him!” 

“No problem! As long as you pay me the interest, it’s fine!” Xia ruofei said jokingly. 

“Hahaha! If I really borrow from Mr. Xia, I’ll definitely give you enough interest!” Yu mingdong also 

laughed and said. 

After a simple lunch, the group returned to the public auction on jadeite Street. 

The site was closed for work, and the people who participated in the public bid gathered outside and 

chatted. 

When it was almost oneo’ clock, the door to the public Jade bid opened. Everyone walked in. Xia ruofei 

and Song Wei were among the crowd. 

Just like the last time, the public Jade bid was divided into two parts, separated by a barrier. 

At the back was a place for raw stones and bidding data, while at the front was a long service Desk. 

 

? 

Chapter 1577: Getting rich in silence (2) 

 

The big screen in the venue was still blank, but since the organizers had let everyone in, they should be 

announcing the winning figures soon. 

Sure enough, under everyone’s expectant gaze, the big screen began to refresh the data, and there was 

a small commotion in the crowd. 

Song Wei quickly looked at the big screen. Xia ruofei smiled and said, “Don’t worry, your raw stone is 

more than five hundred! It can’t be that fast ...” 

“Can’t I take a look at someone else’s first?” Song Wei said and continued to ask,”Oh right, which raw 

stones did you invest? I’ll help you look after it! I don’t want you to miss it. ” 

Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”I’ll tell you when I win!” To avoid losing face if you don’t win the bid ...” 

“You’re still keeping me in suspense ...” Song Wei looked at Xia ruofei, amused. 

Xia ruofei shrugged and said,”you’d better focus on your raw stone!” You’ve only managed to get one. If 

you didn’t get it, then you’d have come here for nothing ...” 



“Pei Pei Pei! You jinx!” Song Wei said,”then why don’t you recommend me to invest a few more Yuan? If 

this one doesn’t hit, then it’s all your fault!” 

As the two of them chatted, the big screen had already begun to announce the winning bid. 

Naturally, some were happy while others were sad. Some raw stones were more popular, and hundreds 

of bidding sheets were received. However, there would only be one person who would win the bid in 

the end, which meant that many people were destined to return in disappointment. 

Those who won the bid were naturally ecstatic, while those who didn’t were dejected. At the same time, 

they were full of anticipation to pay attention to the bidding situation of the next raw stone. 

The fanatical atmosphere at the scene was really similar to the casinos of the old society. 

Xia ruofei glanced at the screen and said with a smile,””I’m quite lucky to have bought one ...” 

“Oh, really? Which one?” Song Wei quickly asked. 

“Number 261!” Xia ruofei said. 

This raw stone was also the one he had the most faith in. The reaction of the spirit painting scroll was 

almost the same as the raw stone that was highly likely to be the highest bid with a starting price of 

more than forty million. However, this raw stone’s starting price was only slightly more than four 

million, and the number of people paying attention to it was obviously much less than the original stone 

that was more than forty million. 

Xia ruofei took into account the bidding situation of the others and finally invested 6.18 million Yuan. 

Naturally, he won the bid successfully. 

“More than six million!” Song Wei could not help but exclaim,”you really have the guts to buy it! This is 

not treating money as money!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,””Anyway, I made quite a lot of money from yesterday’s cut. If this one really 

collapses, I’ll just treat it as buying it for fun. It’s just a little less profit, and I won’t lose anything ...” 

“That’s a pretty good mentality!” Song Wei smiled and said,”I hope your luck is as good as yesterday!” 

“Thanks for your kind words!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”I wish you a fortune too!” 

“Hehe, thank you, thank you!” Song Wei cupped her hands at Xia ruofei in a serious manner. 

The bidding continued, and the second raw stone that Xia ruofei had his eyes on, Pi Xiu No. 468, was 

also announced. He won the bid without any suspense. 

The starting price of this raw stone was 2.13 million Yuan, and Xia ruofei had invested 3.2 million Yuan. 

As this raw stone was the most popular among the five raw stones that he had his eyes on, there were 

many people competing for it. The highest price was 3.15 million. Xia ruofei was not willing to give up on 

this raw stone, so he put in 3.2 million in the end. 

According to the reaction of the spirit painting scroll, it should not be a loss to buy it for more than three 

million. 



When Song Wei knew that Xia ruofei had bought the raw stone, she was not surprised. The previous bid 

of over six million Yuan had already been won, so this three million Yuan was nothing. 

She was getting more and more nervous as the bidding for the raw stone she had invested in was 

getting closer and closer. 

Xia ruofei’s remaining three raw gemstones were numbered behind Song Wei ‘s. 

Hence, Xia ruofei also started to pay attention to when the information of the raw stone would appear. 

Number 500, number 530, number 560 ... 

The messages kept rolling and finally, when a new message appeared, Xia ruofei saw the condition of 

raw stone No. 572. 

He didn’t pay attention to the long string of numbers, so he naturally wouldn’t remember it. He was 

naturally concerned about the bid price. 

120,000! 

Xia ruofei was stunned when he saw the price. He had asked Song Wei to fill in 100000 Yuan because 

the starting price of the stone was 90000 Yuan. When he asked Song Wei to bid in the last few minutes, 

no one was interested in the stone. 

However, the winning bid was actually 120000. Could it be that someone really came out to bid in the 

last few minutes, and with such a high price? 

It can’t be this small, right? 

Even if they won the bid, they would not earn much. However, Xia ruofei recommended it to Song Wei. 

If they did not win, they would not be happy. 

At this moment, many thoughts ran through Xia ruofei’s mind. 

Song Wei, who was beside him, was stunned for a moment. Then, she grabbed Xia ruofei’s arm and 

cheered,””Ruofei, it’s a hit! I bought it!” 

There were many people like Song Wei at the public Jade bid, so her actions did not attract much 

attention. 

Xia ruofei was stunned. He said,”Look carefully, the winning bid is 120000!” 

“Yeah! 120,000 Yuan, I wrote 120000 Yuan!” Song Wei said excitedly,”I’ve checked the winning bid 

number. It’s me!” 

Song Wei said as she waved the bidding slip in her hand. 

 

? 

Chapter 1578: Getting rich in silence (3) 

 



Xia ruofei looked at the happy song Wei and smiled bitterly.””Didn’t I ask you to fill in 100000?” 

Song Wei was a little embarrassed and said,”I went over to take a look. The starting price of that raw 

stone is already 90000 Yuan. I’m just worried that 100000 Yuan isn’t enough. That’s why I added 20000 

more!” 

Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. If he was right, there should only be one bid form for this 

raw stone in the bidding box. In theory, she could win the bid even if she wrote 90000 Yuan. 

Xia ruofei was already kind enough to ask Song Wei to round it up to 100000 Yuan. 

She didn’t expect this silly girl to add another 20000 on her own accord. Wasn’t this a waste of money? 

However, seeing how happy song Wei was, Xia ruofei did not have the heart to scold her. He just smiled 

and said,””It’s good that it hit! I wish you a great rise in your raw gemstone!” 

“Thank you! Thank you!” Song Wei smiled and asked,”by the way, when are we going to get the raw 

stones? Can I untie it on the spot?” 

“There’s no hurry. Let’s wait for the results to be out! I still want to pay attention to the raw stones that 

I’ve invested in!” Xia ruofei said,”President Yu and the rest are waiting too. If you want to cut the stone 

later, you can all ...” 

“Alright then!” Song Wei said. 

The information on the big screen refreshed quickly. By three in the afternoon, all the bidding results for 

the raw gemstones were out. 

Unsurprisingly, Xia ruofei won all five of them. Of course, he had told Yu mingdong and Song Wei that he 

had bet more than ten dollars. Otherwise, this 100% winning rate would be too scary. 

As expected by Xia ruofei, the highest bidder was the raw stone with a starting price of more than 40 

million. In the end, it reached a terrifying price of more than 70 million, almost double the price. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but secretly shake his head. He felt lucky that he didn’t join in the fun. 

Otherwise, even if he could make a little profit from the auction, he wouldn’t be able to earn much. 

How could this be compared to investing in a raw stone worth more than six million Yuan and increasing 

the price by seven to eight times or even more than ten times in the blink of an eye? 

At the end of the bidding, Xia ruofei met someone familiar. It was the unlucky hero Luo who took over 

the bidding yesterday. 

When fatty Luo saw Xia ruofei, he was no longer as sarcastic as he was yesterday. He was still very polite 

and warm. 

After the two of them exchanged the results, Xia ruofei realized that fatty Luo’s luck was not bad. He 

had put all his eggs in one basket and finally won the raw stone No. 823 for a little more than 10 million. 

This raw stone was one of the dozens that Xia ruofei had paid attention to at first. He had sensed it with 

the spirit painting scroll and fatty Luo had bought it at this price. If nothing went wrong, he should be 

able to make a lot of money. 



Even if he couldn’t make up for yesterday’s losses completely, he could at least make up for a part of it. 

With this raw stone, his jade factory should not be short of high – end Jade materials in the short term. 

Just as Xia ruofei was chatting with fatty Luo, Yu mingdong walked over. 

“Mr. Xia, how’s your battle record?” Yu mingdong asked with a smile. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Director Yu, you look so happy. It seems like you’ve gained a lot today!” 

“Hahaha! Luck! Luck!” Yu mingdong said happily,”I won a few pieces. I don’t know if I can earn it ...” 

“I also won five pieces. I spent a total of more than 20 million Yuan!” Xia ruofei said casually. 

“Mr. Xia is really generous!” Yu mingdong sighed. 

Although he knew that Xia ruofei did not know much about stone gambling, he did not dare to look 

down on Xia ruofei anymore. Luck was something that could not be explained clearly. Xia ruofei’s 

brilliant record yesterday had already explained everything. 

Yu mingdong asked with some eagerness,””How about it, Mr. Xia, are we still cutting stones together 

today?” 

Xia ruofei pondered for a moment and said,”I won’t be taking out my raw stones for the time being. I’ll 

watch you cut the stones today!” By the way, Song Wei also bought a small raw stone to play with. Let’s 

take your car to cut it later!” 

Chapter 1579: Four times the original price (1) 

 

“No problem!” Yu mingdong said straightforwardly,”let’s go. We’ll claim the winning BID’s raw stone 

first!” 

The group walked towards the counter. Xia ruofei and Song Wei walked side by side and smiled.””Did 

you bring your card? Do you need me to help you?” 

“I can still afford 120000 Yuan,” Song Wei grinned and said,”I don’t need you to pay for it!” If we make a 

fortune from this, it’ll be hard to explain!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”you’re still saying that you don’t have money? you took out 120000 Yuan 

without even blinking an eye. You’re a little rich woman too!” 

“I’ve been saving this money for many years,”Song Wei said coyly. If I really lose everything, you’ll have 

to compensate me!” 

“Pei Pei Pei! They hadn’t even cut the stone yet! “You’re just saying unlucky things ...”Xia ruofei said. 

“I’m just preparing for a rainy day! Rich people are all stingier than the next. Who knows if you will go 

back on your word?” Song Wei chuckled and said. 

Very quickly, the group of people arrived at the service desk. Yu mingdong went to handle the delivery 

procedures, while Xia ruofei and Song Wei went to the adjacent seats and showed the staff the second 

couplet of the bidding slip. 



Song Wei’s raw stone was very small. Not long after she swiped her card, a staff member brought the 

raw stone to the service desk. 

After confirming that there were no mistakes, the transaction was completed. 

Then, the two of them went to meet up with Yu mingdong. Yu mingdong was busy swiping his card and 

paying. He was a little surprised to see Xia ruofei. “You’re done so quickly?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”It’s just a small piece of raw material. We’ll hand over the money and the goods at the 

same time!” 

“Mr. Xia, where are your raw stones?” Yu mingdong asked in surprise. 

“Oh, I’m not in a hurry.” Xia ruofei said,”let’s watch you guys cut the stone first!” 

Xia ruofei did not plan to cut the raw stones on the spot. These five raw stones were definitely going to 

increase in value. If they were cut out on the spot, it would be too shocking. It would also inevitably 

cause people to suspect that no matter how lucky Qianqian was, it could not be so good. 

In essence, stone gambling was a probability event, and the huge increase was definitely a small 

probability event. 

When the probability of a small probability event happening became 100%, it was definitely abnormal. 

Xia ruofei didn’t want to attract the attention of people with ulterior motives, let alone become the 

focus of everyone’s attention. 

Yu mingdong said with some regret,”I still wanted to cut your raw stone first, and then try my luck!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”President Yu, you’re being superstitious!” I can’t accept this!” 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, even the female staff who was handling the raw stone delivery 

procedures for Yu mingdong could not help but smile. 

How many of the people who came to the public Jade bid were not superstitious? Looking at the 

Almanac before leaving the house, wearing one or two accessories that could increase one’s luck ... 

These were all very common. Some people even had strange habits that outsiders would think of, but 

they were also thinking about it from the perspective of Feng Shui metaphysics. 

“Mr. Xia,” Yu mingdong said with a smile,”that’s a bit of a big hat!” 

“Hahaha! Don’t worry, President Yu, I believe your luck won’t be too bad!” Xia ruofei laughed. 

“Then I’ll really be counting on your blessings.” Yu mingdong said with great joy, as if it had really gone 

up. 

While they were chatting, Yu mingdong’s raw stones had been delivered. 

Two of the raw stones were relatively large, and they were directly transported over with a forklift. 

When the staff learned that Yu mingdong was preparing to cut the stone on the spot, they immediately 

arranged a forklift to send the raw stone directly to the next door. 



Xia ruofei and the rest followed the forklift out of the public Jade bid. 

Song Wei held the raw stone that cost 120000 Yuan in her hands and followed Xia ruofei excitedly. 

Shi Lei had already found an empty spot to cut the stones. Xia ruofei went over and was overjoyed. It 

was the same stone – cutting master from the day before. 

Yu mingdong couldn’t help but say happily,””Hahaha! Master, we are really fated!” 

The stonecutter had been cutting stones for many people in the past few days, but he still had a deep 

impression of Xia ruofei and the others. It was not just because the raw stones had increased in value 

after they were cut, but more importantly, the process of cutting stones that day was full of ups and 

downs and was full of drama. 

Therefore, the stonecutter also grinned,””Bosses, I wish you all the best in advance!” 

The day before yesterday, he had received a red packet of 20000 Yuan, which was much more than 

what he usually earned by working. 

“Haha, I’m counting on your blessings, counting on your blessings ...” Yu mingdong said. 

Then, he politely said to Song Wei,””Miss song, why don’t ... You go first with this one?” 

Song Wei was a little nervous. She looked at Xia ruofei and gave him a questioning look. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”don’t look at me!” It’s up to you. It’s all the same no matter when you open 

it. ” 

In any case, this raw stone would definitely rise in price. It was actually not bad to open it first. It was 

equivalent to a good start, and it could also be considered as a good start for Yu mingdong. 

It didn’t matter if he opened it later. Xia ruofei also took a look at Yu mingdong’s raw stones. He still had 

an impression of at least four or five of them, which meant that the Jade inside should be good. 

Therefore, even if the other pieces might be cut down, in general, Yu mingdong could at least maintain a 

zero – profit and no – loss situation. 

For a Jade boss, it was already a good result to be able to buy good Jade at a cost price. After all, it was 

rare to see a situation where he made tens of millions of Yuan like the day before yesterday. 

Chapter 1580: Four times the original price (2) 

 

Song Wei pondered for a moment and nodded,”Alright then, let’s cut mine first!” 

Song Wei then passed the raw stone in her hand to the master. 

The stonecutter weighed the raw stone in his hand and asked,”Boss, How do I solve this?” 

Naturally, Song Wei was dumbfounded. She subconsciously turned to look at Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”I don’t know much about this either. How about you give me some 

advice?” Or perhaps he might as well slowly grind his way in! This raw stone isn’t that big anyway. ” 



“Then we’ll do as Mr. Xia says!” Yu mingdong said. 

The stonecutter nodded his head readily, and quickly changed the hand grinding wheels. After fixing the 

raw stone in place, he turned on the power and began to grind. 

Song Wei clenched her fists tightly and watched the master’s movements nervously. 

It was the first time she had seen such a scene, so of course, she was looking forward to seeing a 

beautiful jade in this seemingly ordinary stone. 

Earning money or not was secondary. 

Stone fragments flew in all directions, and many people came to watch the fun. 

Especially when they saw that it was Xia ruofei, Yu mingdong and the others who were cutting the 

stones, more and more people gradually gathered around them. Jian Jia and the others were in the 

limelight the day before yesterday. They had directly ruined the reputation of a senior stone gambling 

consultant and even made tens of millions. They could be said to be the biggest winners of that public 

bid. 

Everyone also wanted to see if the miracle from last time could happen again. 

“It’s Green, it’s Green!” Someone with sharp eyes shouted. 

The stonecutter was the person closest to the raw stones. He had also seen it and immediately moved 

the grinding machine away from the raw stones and turned off the power. 

He put down the grinding machine, went over to get a wet cloth, and wiped the place where he had just 

ground. 

Song Wei followed Xia ruofei and got closer to the raw stone. She saw with her own eyes that after the 

stonemason wiped the stone with a wet cloth, the polished part revealed an intoxicating green color. 

She could not help but cheer. 

He finally saw the most original Jade! It turned out that the raw materials of those beautiful jade 

products were all produced in this way! Song Wei also felt a strange feeling in her heart. 

Xia ruofei could not help but smile when he saw how excited Song Wei was. 

In fact, Song Wei was more like a lady from a big family. She treated people well and grew up in a 

leading family. Naturally, she had a trace of grace and luxury. However, when she was with Xia ruofei, 

her nature was released. Sometimes, she was like a carefree little girl. Actually, Song Wei was not much 

younger than Xia ruofei. 

“This water source is pretty good!” 

“How much did you buy this raw material for? It’s definitely going up!” 

“It’s so shallow, but there’s already green. I’m afraid it’s going to increase by a lot!” 

Everyone was also in a heated discussion. 



Yu mingdong’s face was also filled with joy. He thought that Mr. Xia was really a Lucky Star. Today was 

another good start. His next stone cutting should be very smooth! 

Many people came over to take a look at the raw stone, and some impatient people even started 

bidding. 

“Young lady, are you selling this piece of material? I’m willing to pay 200000!” 

” 230 thousand! Sell it to me!” As soon as the person in front of him made a bid, another person 

immediately added another 20000. 

Song Wei was also shocked. She had bought this stone for 120000 Yuan. She had only used a grinding 

machine to grind a small window, but her value had doubled. No wonder so many people were crazy 

about stone gambling ... 

Besides, Song Wei did not understand why these people were so enthusiastic about bidding when they 

had just opened up a small opening. Weren’t they afraid that there was only a little Jade inside? 

What song Wei didn’t know was that these people had been in this industry for many years. They could 

more or less see the way to the raw materials that had already been cut open. 

Moreover, wasn’t the core of stone gambling the word ‘gambling’? This way of bidding was also a bet 

that the price would rise later. If all the materials were revealed, there would be no room for 

speculation, and the price would basically be transparent. 

Of course, Xia ruofei did not want Song Wei to sell it now. He was 100% sure that the price of this raw 

stone would rise and he would only make more money if he continued to sell it. 

However, before he could remind Song Wei, she said,””I’m sorry! I’m not selling this raw stone! Master, 

please continue driving!” 

The master of cutting stones grinned and said,””Alright!” 

The grinding machine started to make a buzzing sound again. The stone – cutting master carefully 

operated the raw stone to grind off a very shallow layer of Stone Skin, revealing the Jade. So he had to 

be extra careful to not accidentally damage the Jade. 

The master saw that Song Wei had no intention of selling it, so he did not stop in the process. He 

operated the equipment skillfully and used all kinds of appropriate methods. Soon, the stone was 

completely cut open. 

In front of everyone was a fist – sized piece of Jade. Although the raw stone was not big, the Jade inside 

was not small. 

Yu mingdong immediately went over to look at the color of the Jade, then said happily,””Miss song, 

congratulations! This was a Jade of the glutinous type, and its quality was quite good! Judging from the 

price you bought it at, this piece of material has gone up a lot!” 

“Thank you, President Yu!” Song Wei took the piece of Jade happily and held it in her hands fondly. Her 

eyes were almost shining. 


